#English

#German

One To One Tuition

#Spanish
One to One Online

Group

Training

My flexible one-to-one language training focus on precisely what you need to help you
progress quickly with your favourite language. Regardless if it’s for a diploma preparation, for
business or private purposes, I’ll make sure that you reach your goals.

Whether you’re relocating to a German speaking country, working with English speaking
colleagues or clients, or need to communicate more fluently with a partner and their family, or
just elementary communication for your next Spanish speaking holiday. My personalised
one-to-one course focuses solely on your needs and interests.

CFT2 provides practical instruction for everyday business tasks, such as participating
effectively in meetings, going on business trips, writing emails, discussing business, and
better social language skills.

I’m a native speaker and native-level with a deep understanding of the social and cultural use
of these three languages. From making company presentations to improving social language
skills, I’ll base your tuition on your Needs Analysis Form and current level so your studies are
tailored to your exact requirements.
The quickest and most effective way to learn is by taking one-to-one classes. In these
classes we consider your specivic needs and goals that suits your profile and your
requirements. With private lessons, you get the maximum flexibility to refine and develop
your language skills.
THESE COURSES ARE PERFECT FOR PEOPLE WHO WISH TO STUDY:
 in a exible manner
 in an intensive manner
 with limited spare time (i.e. one week)
 online
 only focusing on your individual needs
 in addition to group classes, to make the most of your time

DETAILS
With private lessons, you get the maximum flexibility to refine and develop your language
skills. Whether for a diploma preparation or for business purposes.
To suit your requirements, you can arrange the private tuition or group training in English,
German and Spanish in content and time with CFT2.
No of students

45min

60min

90min

1 student

CHF 95

CHF 125

CHF 190

2 students

CHF105

CHF 140

CHF 210

3-4 students

CHF 130

CHF 173

CHF 260in

 The teaching materials (excluding course books) are included in the price.
 CFT2 provides tailor made solutions and offer lessons of 45, 60 and 90 minutes.
The minimum duration is 45 minutes, respectively 60 minutes for external courses.
An additional fee for travel cost applies for external courses.
 For a first booking we recommend a minimum of 10 lessons.
 You are also welcome to buy a trial lesson at any time.
 Private lessons that are cancelled less than 48 hours in advance will be fully charged.
 Booked lessons that are not used up will be held as a credit for one year and can be
used for all services offered by CFT2.

